Understanding Trend Arrows

Trend arrows are displayed for each component. The arrows illustrate a comparison between the previous year and the current year. A green arrow displays when the component score increased; a red arrow displays when the component score decreased; and a yellow bar displays when there was no change between the two years.

Additional CCRPI terms can be found in the Glossary of CCRPI Terms.

FAQs about Trend Arrows

What do the arrows mean?
Trend arrows are displayed for each component. The arrows illustrate a comparison between the previous year and the current year. A green arrow displays when the component score increased; a red arrow displays when the component score decreased; and a yellow bar displays when there was no change between the two years.

What if data are not available for two years?
There will be no trend arrow if there are not two years of data.

What are the numbers next to the trend arrows?
The values next to the trend arrows are the difference in the previous year’s score and the current year’s score.